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I. Listen to a radio program. Decide whether each of the following statements is TRUE (T) or FALSE (F). 
(10 pts) 

  T F 

1. Oil was discovered beneath the North sea in the mid-1960s.  □ □ 
2. There is such a lot of oil that they are going to be very rich.  □ □ 
3. The woman interviewed wants to spend money on Health Care and 

education. 
 □ □ 

4. The woman thinks there is a problem with the class size in schools 
in Britain. 

 □ □ 

5. The woman is a nurse and she complains about her salary.  □ □ 
 
II. Listen to a psychologist giving some family tips about living children at home alone. Choose the 
option (A, B, C, or D) that best fits the blank space in each statement or that best answers each 
question. (10 pts) 

1. Children between _____ are capable of taking care of themselves. 
A. aboard of ship B. nice and thirteen C. nine and fourteen D. ten and thirteen 

2. According to the psychologist, which of the following is NOT true? 
A. Children should follow instructions.  
B. Children must establish rules for themselves to obey.  
C. Parents should phone their children before they are going home. 
D. Parents should decide if their children can handle emergencies. 

3. Children should _____ to enter the house. 
A. allow the familiar people B. ask their parents before allowing people  
C. never allow people  D. phone the police if someone wants 

4. The first time parents let children stay home alone should be about _____. 
A. 15 minutes  B. more than 30 minutes but less than an hour  
C. 20 minutes  D. 30 minutes 

5. The leading cause of accidents is the children _____. 
A. working with electricity B. cooking their own food C. taking medicine D. using fire extinguishers 

III. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank in each of the following sentences.  (30 pts) 

1. We met each other _____. 
A. aboard of ship B. on board ship C. aboard ship D. on ship 

2. According to the map. We _____ be near the highway now. 
A. would B. had better C. shall D. should 

3. She has always tried to act _____. 
A. according to the highest standards of her profession 
B. towards her highest of profession standards  
C. in the way her standards of profession are highest  
D. so that her standardized profession is highest 

4. He had to resign _____ his poor health. 
A. in view point of B. in spite of C. in place of D. on account of 

5. They have decided to raise the prices because of higher labor _____. 
A. charges B. incomes C. costs D. spends 

6. The film was a success more by accident than _____. 
A. target B. design C. intention D. plan 

7. Fortunately he _____ and rescued the little boy from the raging water. 
A. came across B. broke in C. happened long D. ran away 

8. After all the work we did on the proposal, _____. 
A. so the principal still turned it down B. the principal still turned it down   
C. and it was turned down by the principal D. then the principal rejected it 
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9. His painting is not _____, you can see that it’s all done after Picasso. 
A. true B. counterfeit C. ordinary D. original 

10. I couldn’t see her amid the dozens of people who _____ the hall. 
A. thronged B. went C. stuffed D. crammed 

11. You have to decide on five courses _____. 
A. among those offering by the school B. among all those the school offers   
C. which the school offers you those D. the school puts you on offer 

12. They’ve spread the work pretty _____ among the typists in the office. 
A. correctly B. evenly C. hardly D. much 

13. Her term paper was very good _____ a few spelling mistakes. 
A. regardless B. thanks to C. included D. apart from 

14. _____ your proposal about the new budget procedure, we’ll discuss it at our next meeting. 
A. According to B. As to C. Like D. Unlike 

15. I’m _____ you all the way in this matter; I’ll support you to the very end. 
A. in back of B. on your behalf C. in front of D. side by side 

16. Trinh Cong Son was probably the most _____ songwriter of his generation. 
A. prolific B. perfect C. indispensable D. herbivorous 

17. One of the Health Care organization’s aims is to _____ information about the  disease to the public.  
A. reflect B. disseminate C. withhold D. extract 

18. The government’s action after the earthquake was highly _____. 
A. criticized B. refundable C. commendable D. encouraged 

19. The children have to fend _____ themselves while their parents are away. 
A. to B. with C. of D. for 

20. It’s no use _____ a language if you don’t try to speak it, too. 
A. learning B. learn C. to have to learn D. to learn 

21. – My most difficult course this semester is chemistry. 
– _____. 
A. I did have the same trouble last year B. Chemistry is interesting 
C. By contrast, I agree with you D. I took a physics course last semester 

22. He wishes his wife _____ so much about the neighbors all the time. 
A. will not talk B. wouldn’t talk C. hadn’t talked D. doesn’t talk 

23. I have to _____ at the airport two hours before departure. 
A. check up B. set down C. sign on D. check in 

24. They have _____ of helpers when they are in need. 
A. a great quantifier B. a larger number C. a large mount D. great number 

25. Had they arrived at the sale early, they _____ a better selection. 
A. would have found B. must have found C. would find D. had found 

26. – Do you mind if I smoke? 
– _____. 
A. I’d rather you didn’t B. I’d not rather you do C. I’d rather you don’t D. I’d rather you won’t 

27. – _____. 
– All right then, if you insist. 
A. She did it right then  B. Are you sure you won’t come for a drink with us? 
C. Everything was all right at the party, wasn’t it? D. What seems to be the trouble? 

28. This is the only party _____ in my life. 
A. I never enjoy  B. I’ve never really enjoyed 
C. I’ve never enjoyed  D. I ever enjoy 

29. These are _____ fabrics which can be long-lasting. 
A. man-making B. made-by-man C. made-man D. man-made 

30. In order to _____ math well, you need logical reasoning. 
A. take B. do C. make D. give 

IV. Use the correct form of the word given in parentheses to fill in each blank. (40 pts) 

 Marie Curie was one of the most (1) __________ (ACCOMPLISH) scientists in history. Together with 
her husband, Pierre, she discovered radium, an element widely used for treating cancer, and studied 
uranium and other (2) __________ (RADIO) substances. Pierre and Marie's amicable (3) __________ 
(COLLABORATE) later helped to (4) __________ (LOCK) the secrets of the atom. 

 Marie was born in 1867 in Warsaw, Poland, where her father was a professor of physics. At the early 
age, she displayed a brilliant mind and a blithe (5) __________ (PERSON). Her great exuberance for 
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learning prompted her to continue with her studies after high school. She became (6) __________ 
(GRUNTLED), however, when she learned that the university in Warsaw was closed to women. (7) 
__________ (DETERMINE) to receive a higher education, she (8) __________ (DEFY) left Poland and in 
1891 entered the Sorbonne, a French university, where she earned her master's degree and doctorate in 
physics. 

 Marie was (9) __________ (FORTUNE) to have studied at the Sorbonne with some of the (10) 
__________ (GREAT) scientists of her day, one of whom was Pierre Curie. Marie and Pierre were married 
in 1895 and spent many (11) __________ (PRODUCT) years working together in the physics laboratory. A 
short time after they discovered radium, Pierre was killed by a horse-drawn wagon in 1906. Marie was 
stunned by this horrible (12) __________ (FORTUNATE) and endured heartbreaking anguish. 
Despondently she recalled their close (13) __________ (RELATE) and the joy that they had shared in (14) 
__________ (SCIENCE) research. The fact that she had two young daughters to raise by herself greatly 
increased her distress. 

 Curie's feeling of desolation finally began to fade when she was asked to (15) __________ 
(SUCCESSION) her husband as a physics professor at the Sorbonne. She was the first woman to be given 
a (16) __________ (PROFESSION) at the world-famous university. In 1911 she received the Nobel Prize in 
chemistry for isolating radium. Although Marie Curie (17) __________ (EVENT) suffered a fatal illness from 
her long (18) __________ (EXPOSE) to radium, she never became (19) __________ (ILLUSION) about 
her work. Regardless of the consequences, she had dedicated herself to science and to (20) __________ 
(REVEAL) the mysteries of the physical world. 

V. Read the passage and choose the word or phrase that best fits each blank. (30 pts) 

 I hope everything has had a good semester. I know I’ve (1) _____ enjoyed teaching this class. We don’t 
have any social science to (2) _____ today; as you probably know from the (3) _____, today is (4) _____ to 
reviewing for the final examination. In a few minutes we’ll get to the question-and-answer (5) _____, but 
first I’d just like to give you a few (6) _____ for your studying. First, (7) _____ the last book on the formation 
of (8) _____ for professionals, you’re responsible for everything we’ve read this term. That textbook was (9) 
_____ purely for background information. Of (10) _____ reading and class notes from after the spring 
break. Therefore there we will cover everything until yesterday’s lecture. The final will count as 50 percent 
of your grade with the midterm counting for the other 50 percent. However, I (11) _____ the right to move 
your grade one way or the other (12) _____ on class participation and those biweekly summaries of the 
reading you’ve been (13) _____ all semester. So don’t give up hope for a good grade if you (14) _____ 
poorly on the midterm. There are plenty of chances to make it up, and finally, speaking of makeups – you’d 
better get to the exam on time because no one will be (15) _____ late and there won’t be any makeup 
scheduled. 

1. A. absolutely B. ironically C. thoroughly D. barely  
2. A. cover B. end C. occur D. express 
3. A. subject B. syllabus C. curriculum D. timing 
4. A. used B. supplied C. donated D. devoted 
5. A. stage B. proportion C. session D. timetable 
6. A. hints B. hindrances C. obstacles D. news 
7. A. off B. except for C. according to D. in view of 
8. A. connections B. federals C. relations D. associations 
9. A. assigned B. made C. obtained D. written 
10. A. about B. of C. on D. with 
11. A. take B. fend C. reserve D. order 
12. A. asked B. based C. rated D. sorted 
13. A. receiving B. concluding C. participating D. handing in 
14. A. had done B. were doing C. did D. would have done 
15. A. waited on B. attended to C. forced out D. allowed in 

VI. Read the passage and fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (30 pts) 

 The homing instinct of pigeons has (1) __________ them popular for the sport of pigeon (2) 
__________. A young bird’s training begins when it is about seven weeks old. This training (3) __________ 
of giving it short exercise flights, teaching it to recognize its owner’s call, and teaching it to enter inside its 
(4) __________, or home. The next phase of (5) __________ is started when the bird is about four months 
old. The pigeon is (6) __________ short distances from its home and is (7) __________. These flights are 
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gradually (8) __________ from three miles up to 100 miles as the bird’s stamina increases. When the bird 
is ready, the owner may (9) __________ it in a race against (10) __________ trained pigeons. The owners 
take their birds to a central meeting place (11) __________ all the birds are tagged and released 
simultaneously. A bird is not (12) __________ to be home until it has entered its home and its owner has 
removed the (13) __________ and inserted it into a clock that (14) __________ the bird’s arrival time. 
Because owners live at varying distances from the release point, the first bird home may not be the (15) 
__________ flier. The bird that makes the best time in flying the distance home is the winner. 

VII. Read the passage and choose the item (A, B, C, or D) that best answers the question or 
completes the unfinished statement about the passage. (20 pts) 

 Walt Disney was born in 1901 in Chicago, but soon moved to a small farm near Marceline, Missouri. 
From this rural and rather humble beginning, he later became one of the most famous and beloved motion-
picture producers in history. Although he died in 1966, his name and artistic legacy continue to influence 
the lives of millions of people throughout the world.   

 After several years of barely making ends meet as a cartoon artist operating from his Los Angeles 
garage, Disney had his first success in 1928 with his release of a Mickey Mouse cartoon. Through the next 
decade, he continued to produce a number of cartoons, and developed more of his highly profitable and 
enduring creations such as Donald Duck and Pluto. In the later 1930s he issued the first full-length cartoon 
film. Snow White became an instant commercial and critical success. This was only the first of many films, 
both animated and not, produced by Disney and his studio. But as renowned as the Disney name is for 
cartoons and movie, it is probably best known for a string of spectacular amusement and theme parks. 
Starting with California’s Disneyland in 1955, and culminating with the fantastically successful Disney 
World and EPCOT Center in Florida, Disney became a household name. In recent years the theme park 
concept has become international, with openings in Tokyo and Paris. With the continuing success of 
Disney, the creations of future theme parks are under discussion. 

1. Which of the following is the best title for the passage? 
A. Walt Disney and His Legacy B. The History of Disney World and Disneyland 
C. Walt Disney’s Boyhood Years D. Walt Disney and Animated Cartoons 

2. What is the author’s attitude toward the accomplishments of Walt Disney? 
A. Critical. B. Approving. C. Ambivalent. D. Spiteful. 

3. According the passage, which of the following is true? 
A. Disney first achieved success after his death. B. Mickey Mouse was Disney’s only cartoon creation. 
C. Snow White was the first full-length cartoon film. D. Disney’s first concern was always profitability. 

4. The phrase “barely making ends meet” is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. trying new businesses  B. producing only a few cartoons 
C. not making much money D. meeting personal failure 

5. The word “enduring” is closet in meaning to _______.  
A. difficult B. suffering C. famous D. lasting 

6. The word “renowned” is closet in meaning to _____. 
A. possessed B. talked about C. useful D. well known 

7. It can be inferred from the passage that _____. 
A. Snow White was Disney’s most successful film  
B. Disney created cartoon movies and “non-action” movies  
C. The Tokyo theme park is in financial difficulty  
D. The California them park is now closed 

8. The word “culminating” is closet in meaning to _____. 
A. developing B. ending C. helping D. advancing 

9. The word “concept” is closet in meaning to _____. 
A. idea B. location C. birth D. demand 

10. In future years it is most likely that _____. 
A. the remaining theme parks will also close B. Disney will produce only cartoons  
C. the Paris theme park will become successful D. the Disney name will stay well known 

VIII. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C, or D) that needs correcting. (10 pts) 

1. Our science textbook is way behind the times; it doesn’t even mention the trip of the moon. 
       A         B    C          D       

2. Even though she’s been on the stage for many years, she still gets nervous before the spectators. 
    A         B            C         D 
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3. I addressed the meeting in behalf of my teacher, who couldn’t be present herself.    
    A         B          C              D 

4. The authority encouraged farmers are storing grain against the possibility of a bad harvest. 
     A       B            C          D 

5. Other people will get ahead before you if you don’t get a better training and/or education. 
   A         B       C       D 

6. In the last meeting, they’ve reached an agreement among them to go on a picnic in the country. 
         A           B     C        D 

7. In final, an agreement was signed among several nations to launch a communication satellite.    
    A      B  C               D 

8. You’ve got to walk around the block quite a few times per day to get as much exercise as you need.   
  A              B     C    D 

9. According to a friend of mine in personnel, we are all going to get a raise on the first of the month.  
   A       B           C           D 

10.  The price of stationeries used to be a lot lower than it is now, isn’t it?      
               A    B          C            D  

IX. Complete the unfinished sentence in such a way that it means nearly the same as the  sentence 
printed before it. (20 pts) 

1. They forced him to tell the truth.  MADE 
He  _____________________________________________________________________________  

2. It was true I felt bored with the concert. DOUBT 
The concert  ______________________________________________________________________  

3. I’m sure it was Tom who made all this mess.  MUST 
All this mess  _____________________________________________________________________  

4. I wish you would stop all the noise.  LONGER 
I can’t put  ________________________________________________________________________  

5. She left without saying anything.  SINGLE 
Not  _____________________________________________________________________________  

6. They intend to abolish that rule.  DO 
They are  ________________________________________________________________________  

7. We share the same hobby – pop music.  LISTENING 
All  _____________________________________________________________________________  

8. Come on! You didn’t do the work at home again.  SHOULD 
You  ____________________________________________________________________________  

9. I’m afraid he is not likely to pass the driving test.  POSSIBLY 
He  _____________________________________________________________________________  

10. Will you please turn down the volume a bit?  MIND 
Would  __________________________________________________________________________  

 

THE END OF THE TEST 
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SUGGESTED KEY 
III.  

1. C  
2. D  
3. A  
4. D  
5. C  
6. B  

7. C  
8. B  
9. D  
10. A  
11. B  
12. B  

13. D   
14. B  
15. A  
16. A  
17. B  
18. C  

19. D  
20. A  
21. A  
22. B  
23. D  
24. B  

25. A  
26. A   
27. B  
28. B  
29. D  
30. B

 
IV.   

1. accomplished 
2. radioactive 
3. collaboration 
4. unlock 

5. personality 
6. disgruntled 
7. Determined 
8. defiantly 

9. fortunate  
10. greatest 
11. productive 
12. misfortune 

13. relationship 
14. scientific 
15. succeed 
16. professorship 

17. eventually 
18. exposure 
19. disillusioned 
20. revealing

 
V.  

1. C  
2. A  
3. B 

4. D  
5. C  
6. A  

7. B  
8. D  
9. A  

10. C  
11. C  
12. B  

13. D   
14. C  
15. D

 

VI.  

1. made 
2. racing 
3. consists 

4. cote 
5. training 
6. taken 

7. released  
8. extended 
9. enter 

10. other 
11. where  
12. considered 

13. tag 
14. records 
15. fastest

 

VII.   

1. A  
2. B  

3. C  
4. C  

5. D  
6. D  

7. B  
8. B  

9. A  
10. D

 

VIII.  

1. D  
2. D  

3. B  
4. B  

5. B  
6. C  

7. A  
8. D  

9. C  
10. D

 

IX.  

1. He was made to tell the truth. 
2. The concert was no doubt boring me. 
3. All this mess must have been made by Tom. 
4. I can’t put up with all the noise you are making any longer. 
5. Not a single word did she say when she left. 
6. They are going to do away with that rule. 
7. The old house at the end of the road has just been sold. 
8. You should have done the work at home. 
9. He can’t possibly pass the driving test. 
10. Would you mind turning down the volume a bit? 


